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Abstract 

Making an application user-friendly is a key goal when it comes to the experience it intends to 

deliver. There are numerous factors that have to be taken into account when a design is 

developed. One of those is simplicity. The application has to be simple enough to ensure the 

expected user experience. This is often solved by applying instructions. To what extent does the 

application have to mediate instructions of functionality to the user? That question is the 

underlying purpose of this thesis. The thesis studies three common ways of presenting 

instructions to arrive at a concluding result: the use of a popup window, an added information 

button to the design or relying on the design to present itself. The gathered results show a need 

for instructions to ensure a user-friendly environment. A further analysis of the results concludes 

that presenting instructions using an information button is the most prominent option. 
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1. Introduction 

The process of designing a well suited user interface is an important part of software 

development in the area of human-computer interaction (HCI) [1]. The main goal is to enhance 

the efficiency and simplification of the application design, a design discipline commonly known 

as usability. A long term goal is to design a user interface that minimizes the barrier between the 

humans‟ mental models, of what they wish to accomplish and the applications support of the 

user‟s task, what is often called user-centered design (UCD). 

Interface design is widely involved in numerous systems, ranging from microwave ovens to 

mobile phones, from cars to airplanes. All these systems that are used require much of the same 

basic interaction, but some might require some additional skills and knowledge to operate. As 

result, when it comes to the development of an application which is used on a system containing 

a vast amount of other applications, it is often intelligent to utilize design patterns from the 

preexisting applications. This will result in having the required skills to use the application 

centered on users‟ experience.    

And there are some easy-to-follow guideline principles to consider in the design of a user 

interface, according to Larry L. Constantine in his usage-centered design principles [2]. These 

principles are:  

 The structure principle - Design should organize the user interface purposefully, in 

meaningful and useful ways based on clear, consistent models that are apparent and 

recognizable to users, putting related things together and separating unrelated things, 

differentiating dissimilar things and making similar things resemble one another. The 

structure principle is concerned with overall user interface architecture. 

 The simplicity principle - The design should make simple, common tasks easy, 

communicating clearly and simply in the user's own language, and providing good 

shortcuts that are meaningfully related to longer procedures. 

 The visibility principle - The design should make all needed options and materials for 

a given task visible without distracting the user with extraneous or redundant 

information. Good designs don't overwhelm users with alternatives or confuse with 

unneeded information. 
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 The feedback principle - The design should keep users informed of actions or 

interpretations, changes of state or condition, and errors or exceptions that are relevant 

and of interest to the user through clear, concise, and unambiguous language familiar to 

users. 

 The tolerance principle - The design should be flexible and tolerant, reducing the cost 

of mistakes and misuse by allowing undoing and redoing, while also preventing errors 

wherever possible by tolerating varied inputs and sequences and by interpreting all 

reasonable actions. 

 The reuse principle - The design should reuse internal and external components and 

behaviors, maintaining consistency with purpose rather than merely arbitrary 

consistency, thus reducing the need for users to rethink and remember. 

Following Constantine‟s principles you will have managed to create a well-designed interface 

which has everything it needs to deliver a flawless user-friendly experience.  

To be able to accomplish that with my project, I would have needed more work hours for design, 

testing and development. Thankfully much of my design was predefined by the company‟s 

standards and instead I could look at the simplicity of their design and if its users needed 

additional instructions for it to be a user-friendly design. So I developed three different versions 

of an application, which varied in the way that they had their instructions presented in different 

ways. To make use of these versions I put together a survey with tasks and questions covering the 

area of this study.  

1.1 Study 

The study I chose for this project is related to the user interface or more specifically on how my 

application would present instruction on the functionality to the user. This is well related to other 

types of software, e.g. games. Games often require the players to know how and what they can do 

for it to be able to deliver the experience it is intended to. For that to work, games often use 

tutorial sessions, popup windows, and other means to deliver the instructions to the player. And 

that is where my inspirations have come from. 
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1.2 Background 

During the time of this final thesis project I was given an assignment at a company in Sweden 

called LKAB (Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara Aktiebolag, a Swedish mining company). I was 

assigned to the department of software development and was given the task to create an 

application for Windows Phone 8 that tracks their marine traffic all over the world. At the early 

stages of the project I was given templates of their designs and a short introduction on how to 

build a base structure of an application. The design templates that I was given were the standard 

Windows Phone 8 Panorama design template [3], which did not look much like their other 

applications, but had the basic functionality. I shortly managed to give the application the same 

appearance as theirs, using the same colors, gestures etc. I was also given the suggestion to use 

MarineTraffic‟s API [4][5] to gather all the vessel information I would need.  

Interestingly, LKAB has never done any kind of studies regarding the designs of their handheld 

applications. This means an increase of interest by their software development center, since this 

study is expected to present an important answer to parts of their design and hopefully create a 

basis of how to implement instructions.  

 

1.3 Theory 

The use of instructions on Windows Phone 8 as well as any other handheld device varies and is 

not well documented. Normally when you design an application you would strive to make it as 

self-explanatory as possible, thus not requiring instructions. Good design does not contain 

unnecessary information or alternatives which cause more confusion then supports. 

There are no known papers written on the subject of this study, and the closest ones available are 

the common guidelines you may follow which are presented by some of the many existing 

developer platforms. These often just cover parts of the basic design, such as color schemes, 

positioning, behavior etc. Therefore this theory is largely based on the experiences with 

additional instruction I have been presented during the use of handheld applications. The three 

most common ways I have gained experience follow below: 
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Figure 1. Source: ClipArt Best. A familiar figure used to represent information. 

First, when the application has had a small but noticeable „i‟ symbol, better known as the 

“information icon" shown in figure 1. This icon indeed serves its purpose, and it does it well. It 

often has a static position in one of the application‟s corners and works as a button which 

presents additional information to the user when it has been clicked.  

 

Figure 2. Source: Microsoft Visual Studio. Screenshot of a popup window triggered by an error. 

The second method I observed was where there had been an automatic popup window appearing 

with the information, triggered by a certain action. This method manages to somewhat rely on its 

message being delivered. As a technically skilled user with a lot of experience with handheld 

devices I often get annoyed when these types of popup windows appear. I usually just close them 

when presented with them. Unfortunately it is often games that end up selecting this type of 

presenting instructions/information to enlighten the player about what and/or how something 

works in the game. Thankfully there is often an option to stop these popup windows from 

occurring, thus removing the interruption of the gameplay experience in many cases. 
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The third and most radical way of presenting instructions or information is by not doing it at all 

and instead relying completely on the design itself. Removing the elements of distraction which 

the additional button and automatically occurring popup windows causes. These applications 

often incorporate smart hints in their design, such as buttons with small and well fitted icons, 

which clearly reveal its purpose, or just added text-fields containing the verb or noun of 

functionality which efficiently delivers enough information about itself.  

With that in mind, this study draws a conclusion on which one of these three ways of presenting 

instructional information that best fits LKAB‟s Windows Phone 8 applications.   

 

1.4 Objective 

The primary purpose of this thesis was to gather sufficient information about how well my 

implementation of instructions on a handheld application performs in the hands of LKAB‟s 

employees. The results would be gathered using three versions of an application which had their 

own way of presenting instructions, either presenting instructions through automatic information 

popup windows, an information button, or not having any information available at all and instead 

relying on its user interface design.  

Finally, arriving at a conclusion of which version managed to satisfy the largest user base of 

employees possible, thus rendering itself the version to be used in the release version. The results 

of this study will correlate to how well the application managed to make use of Constantine‟s 

principle of simplicity. Furthermore this study will hopefully be the basis of guideline for the use 

of instructions on LKAB‟s handheld devices in the future. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

This chapter covers my process of creating a testable prototype, what it does and how it works. It 

also explains the method of how to test this theory with the help of a survey. Coming chapters 

provides an analysis of the results from which the tests generated, as well as presenting a 

conclusion, finally reveals one out of three ways of presenting instructions on a Windows Phone 

8 application that is going to be used by thousands of employees at LKAB.  

2.1 The Application 

To test the theory, I developed three versions of the marine traffic tracking application. The base 

of all the versions are the same, e.g. the design of the interface had no difference amongst one 

another. There was only one version that had an additional button, connected to the study itself. 

Two of these versions have an instruction window appearing in different manner, presenting 

instructions about the current view, what information it held, what the buttons did etc.  

This study is as mentioned, based upon the amount of available instructions on the application. 

The instructions that were given had to be relevant to the functionality of the application. The fact 

that I only had a certain time window for this project prevented me from implementing certain 

functionality to the application. A substantial cut was the map, only a static picture which never 

changes. Another cut was the displayed vessel data, which is not accurate. The data is realistic 

but not the real-time data gathered from the actual vessels. To make this clear to the user I added 

this information to the survey and also informed the test subject about it on the tasks pages. All 

the functionality described in the instructions is present, and there are no elements of 

functionality mentioned that is not available. 

All versions were made with Unity‟s web-based platform for easy distribution and testing. The 

word string “For educational use only” is also present on the application because of the Unity 

license it was released on and is not removable. 
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The base application and its functionality in which all the different test versions uses is not 

changed amongst any of them. What makes the versions differ is the studied element, the 

instructions, which is implemented as an overlay on top of the base application. The base 

application consists of five different views which combined deliver the sole purpose of the 

application, being able to track and gather information about LKAB‟s marine cargo traffic. 

 

The main view is the so called “Map” view which is nothing else but a large map with two 

present buttons. The two buttons consists of a bookmarks and search button, each delivering its 

own function. The “bookmarks” button enables quick and easy vessel localization based on 

previous bookmark selection [§1.4.2]. The “search” button serves the purpose of finding and 

locating any specific vessel available within the LKAB group [§1.4.1]. The buttons follow 

Constantine‟s design principle of simplicity as well as Microsoft Windows own Windows Phone 

design standards in regards of color and behavior [6][7]. The map itself is a snapshot taken from 

the standard map software available on the platform; in this case it is presented by Google. 

Figure 3. Source: The author. A screenshot taken from the application displaying the map view. 
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The “Vessel Information” view delivers all the information available about a certain vessel, 

vessel name, controlling country (flag and name), most recent departure harbor, destination 

harbor, speed etc. in a pattern that is simple and easy to understand. There is also a map available, 

much smaller than the one used in the “Map” view but large enough to deliver its purpose of 

displaying the current location of the vessel. It acts also efficiently like a portal to open the 

“Map” view. Finally there is a button in the lower left corner which gives you the option of 

adding the current vessel to the bookmarks list of vessels [§1.4.2]. It is also designed and 

behaving under the principle of simplicity and Microsoft Windows own Windows Phone design 

standards. 

  

Figure 4. Source: The author. A screenshot from the application displaying the vessel information view. 
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Then there are three very similar but slightly different views available. These three are called 

“Ongoing”, “Coming” and “Delivered”. They simply list each and every vessel with the status of 

its own name, a vessel which has just completed its deliverance is listed under “Delivered”, an 

upcoming deliverance is listed under “Coming” and finally an ongoing delivery is listed under 

“Ongoing”. The vessels themselves are listed as individual elements with a small amount of 

information: name, country (flag) and their route. These elements obviously act as buttons which 

will navigate you to the “Vessel Information” view of the selected vessel.  

All the available vessels are randomly selected, which means one vessel might occur on multiple 

status views. The information is as mentioned earlier also not 100 percent accurate. Some names 

are, but others are made up during development of the application. The occurring maps are also 

just still images which never change. This is because of the limited budget of this project. To get 

Figure 5. Source: The author. Screenshots taken from the application displaying the three different 

vessel status views. 
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the daily information about 100 vessels, name, positioning, destination, speed etc., it would cost 

me a minimum of 230 euro per month if I would be under a subscription at MarineTraffic.com. 

As a result I chose not to implement the MarineTraffic API to get accurate vessel information and 

map positioning to this application. 

2.1.1 Application Version One 

 

Figure 6. Source: The author. Screenshots taken from version one displaying its popup windows. 

This version had an automatic popup instruction window appearing every time the user would 

navigate to a new view. And it would only appear once per view, i.e. if you closed it at a certain 

view it would never reappear at that view again. And as we all know, this is a common use for 

game related applications to inform players with informative instructions. Some games and 

applications usually have the option of reactivating these popups. I left that out because it would 

make this version more similar to the next upcoming version, the version that serves the purpose 

of always having the instructions available if they are needed. A display of the application is 

located in the Appendix [§1.1]. 
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The most common appearance of this type of instructional presentations, popup windows, is in 

GUI (Graphical User Interface) systems to ensure user awareness and display different message 

states, warnings, confirmations etc.[8] They are well designed for their purpose to deliver a 

message of some kind. Unfortunately the popup window is well criticized as it prevents the user 

from keeping his/hers workflow at peak because the popup window adds the element of 

distraction. Most popup windows have to be dealt with (closed) before the top-level program can 

regain its full attention. In fact that is their main goal, to distract the user from the main program 

and acquire his/her full attention. 

There are also numerous different ways of using these types of windows. Some programs may at 

start seem to have frozen and appear as “crashed”, not responding to any input, but it might as 

well just had been a popup window that had appeared behind the main program window. To 

regain responsiveness of the main program you would then have to manually find the popup 

window and close it.  

Then there are those programs who actually present the popup window in front of the original 

programs window which greatly improves the experience of the program if the popup windows 

are relevant.  

Today we often see programs dimming their windows to remove the assumption of a “crash” and 

having the popup windows appear in distinct colors,  and also their placement related to where 

the user have made some action or, as often seen, placed in the center of the screen.  

In Windows Phone 8 there is an easy way to use and implement popup window called 

“MessageBox” which only requires one line of code to implement, but has additional variables 

available to make it a bit more advanced. It appears on the top of the screen and is delivered with 

the assigned text and an “ok” button as a standard behavior. The window colors are dark grey 

with white text, but as mentioned above there are variables available to allow for a change of the 

appearance and the window and text are just some of these changes that can be made.  

The version of this application will present a popup window which behaves and looks like the 

standard “MessageBox” from the Windows Phone 8 design. As mentioned earlier, the content of 

the window will hold information about the current view, as well as a “close” button to get rid of 
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it. These windows will automatically appear the first time a user navigates to an unvisited view 

page. 

2.1.2 Application Version Two 

 

Figure 7. Source: The author. Screenshots taken from version two displaying its information button in the corners. 

This version had the addition of an added button on every view. The button opened the 

instruction window and informed the users about the functionality of the current view. And this 

could be done repeatedly. This is also a common use of available instructions in game 

applications, to always have instructions available but not visible at all time, but only when they 

are needed. A display of the application is located in the Appendix [§1.2]. 

If the former option of presenting instructional information is not adequate enough there is 

always the option to get rid of some of the problems it carries. For example the “crash” 

assumption, loss of focus and unexpected interruptions, would instead be replaced with the 

addition of the information button to the design. But all problems are not solved by this. The 
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addition of this added element in the design acts like an additional option of task the user may 

choose to perform. Another task that can be made means more information to process while using 

a program of any sort, but the purpose of this element does not perform any crucial actions in the 

program and is often a very small element in the design. It does more good than harm to the user 

experience.  

Since games and their mechanics often have to be understood to be able to deliver their intended 

experience, the developers often implement some sort of guidance, for example some sort of 

practice session which simulates situations that could occur in the game. Games that tend to 

implement this type of instructional session often have some kind up backup with the similar 

information, and as we are looking at handheld devices this occur very often. The game or a 

different kind of application starts of by giving the user some sort of instructions, which often just 

appears the first time the game or application is started. The backup often presents itself as a 

small button which when clicked, opens up a window that holds similar information.   

That is what this version is designed to test; if there is a need of instructional information and if it 

is well suited to be presented as an additional button in the design.  
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2.1.3 Application Version Three 

 

Figure 8. Source: The author. Screenshots taken from version three displaying the lack of added elements. 

This third version was developed to see if the need of instructions was required. To test that 

theory I let the base application rely on its own design. The design might have been complete 

enough, not requiring any additional information to succeed in delivering a user-friendly 

experience. A display of the application is located in the Appendix [§1.3]. 

Here is where the focus of the design had to be placed. To see if it managed on its own 

to present enough information to create a user-friendly environment and deliver the 

experience it was developed for. Many applications that manage to rely solely on their 

design would have successfully managed to adapt their design to cover the mentioned 

principles: 

 Structure  

 Simplicity 

 Visibility 
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 Feedback 

 Tolerance 

 Reusability  
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2.2 The Tasks  

To further test these three applications and the study itself, I created assignments distributed 

along with each version. The tasks were designed to test these different types of presentation of 

the instructional information. To enforce a useful outcome of the tasks, I prepared predetermined 

answers from which the test subject would have to choose when he or she completed the tasks. 

By doing so I got the knowledge of how well the test subject understood how to operate the 

application. I added some answers that were incorrect to see how well the test subjects were 

familiar with similar handheld applications. These answers represented impossible or incorrect 

outcomes of the tasks. 

The tasks to complete range from a simple button click to figure out where to click on a specific 

element in the design. For a day to day Windows Phone user the tasks would be easy to complete 

well within the ten minute mark. I had to keep the tasks simple because I did not want the test 

subjects to think of this as a waste of their time as they work on a tight schedule. I was also 

limited to a certain number of tasks due to the platform which I had chosen for the purpose of this 

survey. The next thing I added were some questions regarding the tasks and the application itself. 

The questions about the tasks were to check how challenging these were to complete. I did that to 

later be able to compare the answer of a task to what level of difficulty the test subject had 

selected and thus see how familiar they are with a Windows Phone.  

To cover how well the application performed I added some questions regarding the design and 

the information it distributed, how well it felt to navigate, furthermore if they felt like there was 

something missing. Finally, because of the difference between all the versions of the application, 

how they were designed to present instructions to the user, through a popup window, extra button 

or not at all, I had to collect information on how well each version worked. This was the whole 

point of these tests and the study itself.  

So what I did was to add a final question to cover this area. The versions that had an instructions 

window asked the test subjects if they felt satisfied with the information these instructions gave 

them and the version that did not have an instruction window at all asked the test subjects if they 

felt a need for such a thing. To answer these questions I gave the test subjects the option of 
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choosing between yes, no, and an additional answer for the second version to check if they even 

noticed it. 

2.3 The Survey 

With the different applications done and the tasks completed it only remained to present the 

survey itself. I chose to use my homepage as main portal. It contained some information such as 

the purpose of the survey, instructions how to get started, requirements etc. Since I did not want 

my test subjects to get stuck before they had started the survey I had a colleague give feedback 

based on a pilot test. The feedback was concerning the information and layout of the survey, if 

something was unclear or misleading. 

To compensate for the differences between versions I made three different presentation pages, 

thus ensuring that each version had the same amount of test subjects. At first I thought of just 

letting the test subjects select which version they would test, but that was changed in the early 

iterations of the survey. That would have led to a lot of varied amounts of results amongst the 

different versions. The next thing I did was to distribute these surveys, and with the help from 

two colleagues at LKAB, 30 potential test subjects were gathered. As stated earlier, these are 

busy people. Thus I hoped to receive around 20 to 25 answers. The number might seem low but 

thanks to the way I handled the tasks and the including follow up questions I felt I would get 

enough relevant data to be able to draw the conclusions needed.   
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3. Results 

This part of the paper presents the results from my research. To gather all the results from the 

survey I used a platform offered by SurveyMonkey [9]. It presents well listed diagrams and 

percentage numbers for every task and question used in the study. A structured comparison 

between the three versions using pie charts quickly illustrate which version had the best results. 

3.1 Data from Tasks 

The surveys covered as mentioned earlier six tasks, each containing the same three versions of 

supported functions. The surveys were able to generate a total of 21 complete answers out of 30 

participants selected by two employees at LKAB. The nine missing answers from the surveys 

were never gathered due to incompletion or lack of interest. Each version of the surveys was 

completed by seven participants each. 

3.1.1 Task One 

 

Figure 9. Source: Survey results. Results from task one. Answer marked with (*) are correct evaluations. 

The first task covered the search function. Their assignment was to type “Vasa” in the search 

input box and press search, and then select an answer that represented the outcome of that action. 

Out of the 21 participating, 17 managed to complete the task and select the correct outcome, 

which results in a completions percentage of 80.95%. The results are presented in diagrams in the 

Appendix. 

Survey results from studying version one, the version with the popup information window, had a 

completion percentage of 85.71 %. Which means that one out of seven did not manage to 

complete it. The correct answer to select was “I wrote „Vasa‟ in the search box and hit the search 
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button but nothing happened.” The participant who thought otherwise had chosen “The vessel 

was located on the map”. It is not even a possible outcome due to the map being a static image 

which is mentioned in the survey instructions. 

Version two, the one with the extra button added to its design, had a completion percentage of 

71.42%, implying two participants did not complete the task correctly. As mentioned above, an 

indication of correctly answered task was “I wrote „Vasa‟ in the search box and hit the search 

button but nothing happened”, the two participants who got it wrong had chosen separate 

incorrect answers. One had chosen “The vessel was located on the map” and the other one “I 

couldn‟t find where to search”.  

The survey results from studying version three actually had exactly the same result compared to 

version one, 85.71% completion rate and the unsuccessful participant of 14.28% choosing  “The 

vessel was located on the map”.  

3.1.2 Task Two 

 

Figure 10. Source: Survey. Results from task two. Answer marked with (*) are correct evaluations. 

The second task required the participants to bookmark a vessel, and again select an answer 

reflecting the outcome of their actions. This time only 15 participants managed to complete the 

task correctly, resulting in a total percentage of 71.42%. The results are presented in diagrams in 

the Appendix. 

The resulting completion percentage from studying version one was 71.42%, which meant that 

two participants got it wrong. The answer indicating that they had completed the task according 
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to my expectations was “The button got lit up”. The two who did not manage to complete the task 

had both chosen “I couldn‟t find where to bookmark a vessel” as their answer. 

The same goes for the results from version two, 71.42% completion percentage and the failing 

two participants had selected “I couldn‟t find where to bookmark a vessel”.  

The completion percentage of the results from reviewing version three was the same as the other 

versions, 71.42%. What differed was one unsuccessful participant, whom instead of not being 

able to figure out how to bookmark a vessel, answered “The „The vessel is bookmarked!‟ 

window appeared and I closed it”, which is incorrect since that window was not implemented.    

3.1.3 Task Three 

 

Figure 11. Source: Survey. Results from task three. Answer marked with (*) are correct evaluations. 

Following is the task which had the highest completion percentage, 95.23% and the 4.76% is 

represented by one incorrect answer. The task was to find where to open the bookmarks window 

and see what it contained, then select an answer that represented the result of the task. 20 

participants managed to complete the task and select the correct answer, one participant chose an 

incorrect answer.   The results are presented in diagrams in the Appendix. 

The study of version one was responsible of generating the one and only unsuccessful attempt 

and had the lowest completion percentage amongst the three versions, 85.71%. The correct 

answer to select was “The bookmarks Window appeared and had three vessels in it” but the 

participant who did not manage to complete the task chose “I couldn‟t find the bookmarks 

window”. That provides a fault rate of 4.76%.  
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The same task which was run on the second version as well as the third was both completed with 

100% accurate answers. These were the only occurrences with a success rate of 100% throughout 

the whole study.  

3.1.4 Task Four 

 

Figure 12. Source: Survey. Results from task four. Answer marked with (*) are correct evaluations. 

The fourth task was yet again about the bookmarks. This time the task was to select a vessel from 

the bookmarks window and observe the outcome. Then select an answer from the survey form 

that represented their observation. Five participants did not complete the task correctly. There are 

two possible reasons why they were unsuccessful, either due to not being able to locate the 

bookmarks window or assuming the task completed hence observing a different result. 16 

participants succeeded which results in a success rate of 76.19%. The results are presented in 

diagrams in the Appendix. 

The tests of the first version provided two faults of the total five. One believed that the task was 

completed but chose an incorrect answer. An answer which meant an observation of something 

that was not possible. The chosen answer was “The vessel was located on the map”, thus 

rendering the result as incorrect since the map is a static image. The second incorrect participant 

was not able to locate the bookmarks window and chose “I couldn‟t find the bookmarks window” 

as their answer. The succeeding five participants observed and chose “The vessel information 

view was shown” as their result. That contributes to a success rate of 71.42%, adding a success 

rate of 23.80% to the combined total of this task.    
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There was only one incorrect result from the testing of version two. That participant chose “The 

vessel was located on the map” as the answer. Since the map is a static image the answer is 

incorrect. That gives a total success rate of 85.71% for this version of the survey. 

Version three had the same result as version one, a success rate of 71.42% and the two non-

succeeding participants were either not able to locate the bookmarks window or experienced an 

incorrect observation.  

3.1.5 Task Five 

 

Figure 13. Source: Survey. Results from task five. Answer marked with (*) are correct evaluations. 

This task required the participants to use the search function. However this time they were 

supposed to search for a vessel loaded with iron. This task required the participants to indeed 

locate the same search function as in task number one. It differs by requiring an additional step to 

be taken. Instead of just using the same search element as in step one they now had to locate the 

advanced search function. Afterwards select an answer reflecting the result of executing the task. 

This task was amongst the more difficult and resulted in a total of ten unsuccessful attempts, 

leaving a success rate of only 52.38%. The most frequent incorrect answer was “I wrote „Iron‟ in 

the search box and pressed search but nothing happened”. The success rate was represented by 

those who chose “I wrote „Iron‟ in the cargo box and pressed search but nothing happened” (note 

which type of text box they chose). The results are presented in diagrams in the Appendix. 

Version one had two different answers chosen, the most common incorrect answer and the 

correct answer. Four participants got it correct and represent a success rate of 57.14%. Version 

two on the other hand was the only version to present an additional two unique answers. One of 

which was “I couldn‟t find the search function”, relating to the same participant who did not 
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manage to locate it on task one either. The second unique answer was “The vessel was located on 

the map”, which as mentioned before is an impossible event. In the end it had three succeeding 

participants, with a combined success rate of 42.85%.The results version three generated was 

exactly the same as version one, three participants got it incorrect, hence resulting in a success 

rate of 57.14%.   

3.1.6 Task Six 

 

Figure 14. Source: Survey. Results from task six. Answer marked with (*) are correct evaluations. 

The sixth and final task to complete had the same success rate as task number five (52.4%), 

making it one of the more difficult tasks to complete. The task asked the participants to directly 

navigate to the map view from the vessel information view. Then select an answer that was 

reflecting their actions. Two participants were not able to find the vessel information view. That 

is based on the number of participants who had chosen “I couldn‟t find the vessel info view”. The 

same number of participants managed to locate the vessel information view but then got stuck. 

Those had chosen “I couldn‟t find a map button in the vessel info view” as their answer. The rest 

either got it done correctly or thought they did but actually were wrong. The results are presented 

in diagrams in the Appendix. 

Version one had the lowest success rate throughout the study, 42.85%. It also had the highest 

number of participants who thought they had done it correctly but actually had not. Three 

participants answered “I navigated left/right until I found the map view”, an answer which goes 

against the task itself. There was also an occurrence of someone that located the vessel 

information view but did not manage to get any further. That participant chose “I couldn‟t find a 

map button in the vessel info view” as the answer. 
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Version two had four succeeding participants representing a success rate of 57.14%. One 

participant could not locate the vessel information view and the remaining two did not complete 

the task correctly. 

Four out of the seven participants who ran the survey on version three succeeded, giving a 

success rate of 57.14%. The remaining three chose separate incorrect answers. One could not find 

the vessel information view, another found the vessel information view but got stuck and lastly 

one thought he or she had done it correct but in fact had not.  

3.2 Data from Questions 

The purpose of the questions was to cover the design and functionality of the application. 

Furthermore these questions uncovered the user experience of the survey and the application, if 

the tasks were challenging, if they understood their purpose etc. 

3.2.1 Question One  

This first question covered the difficulty of every task. The survey required the participant to rate 

each task based on how challenging they were. They had three options to choose from, easy, hard 

or an option which meant that they did not understand what they were supposed to do. Diagrams 

of the results are located in the Appendix. 

The gathered data from studying version one suggests that task two trough five were easy to 

complete, but they also imply that task number six were the most difficult [§2.1]. Those who ran 

the survey on version two found task one and three through six to be the easiest to complete. Task 

two was presented as both easy and unclear [§2.2]. 

On version three it appeared that the majority of the participants found the tasks easy to complete. 

The only task rated hard on more than two occasions was number six. Task two and five was 

rated hard by two participants. The rest of the tasks only had one rating of hard and/or unclear 

[§2.3].        
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3.2.2 Question Two 

Question number two consists of four different questions but they all cover the same area; the 

application itself. The answers are the participants own written words. Lists of user input are 

located in the Appendix. 

The first question asked if the map view was well designed. 16 out of 21 participants thought it 

was and did not mention any downsides apart from the map being static. The remaining five 

mentioned the view of being hard to read, not informative enough and again static. 

The second question asked if the application presented enough information about the vessels. 

Eleven participants felt it did with certainty and the rest, did not. They either had no clear answer 

or felt the need for pictures. 

The third question covered the swipe gesture, if it felt correct or not. 13 participants felt it did and 

the remaining eight did not like it. “A bit jerky” was the only feedback that was given. 

The fourth and final question asked if the application were lacking something. Those who ran the 

study on version one was not satisfied with the popup information window only appearing once. 

The results from studying the other versions did not reveal any particular elements that they were 

lacking. 

3.2.3 Question Three 

The ninth and final part of the survey focused on the element of this thesis, the present/non-

present instructional information. Since the versions varied, their difference in presenting 

instructions, the question varied. They were all answered the same, the participants wrote their 

input in either a “Yes” or “No” field. The survey that studied version two of the application had 

an added answer to this question. The added answer, “Didn‟t notice it”, was present since version 

two had the addition of another element into its design, the information button. Lists of the results 

and user input are located in the Appendix. 

The question studying version one simply asked if the popup information windows helped. Five 

or 71.43% thought it did. The remaining two had not read the information they were presented 

with, thus answered with “No”. 
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On version two the question asked if they had to use the information button and why. 71.43% had 

filled in their input in the “Yes” field, one participant had written in the “No” field and the last 

one had written in the added “Didn‟t notice it” field. 

Since version three of the application did not have any instructional information, other than its 

design, the question was formulated to check if there was a need for such an element. 42.86% 

indicates a need for instructions and the other 57.14% suggests the opposite.  
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4. Analysis 

The score table [§2.4.1], shows that version three had the highest success rate, whit version two 

close behind. Based only on the score version one would be chosen as the release version. 

Though combining the “Need of instructions score” results one would be presented with a 

remaining positive value of six suggesting a need for instructions. The version with the most 

promising score that had instructions was version two, the version with the instruction button 

added to its design. 

The subjects who ran tests on version one received the assistance needed from the popup 

windows, nevertheless they did not manage to get a great score. One conclusion might be that 

some of those who ran version one did not read the instructions, thus not being able to locate 

elements required to complete the tasks. The subjects who ran tasks on version two were pleased 

with the assistance from the instructions and managed to score second on succeeded tasks. The 

subjects who ran tests on version three were more or less satisfied with how well the application 

design managed to deliver instructions. Version three got the best percentage score of completed 

tasks. 

The accumulated score of 6 from question nine, “Need of instructions score”, which was 

mentioned earlier is in fact gathered universally amongst all the three different versions. The 

general meaning of the question gathering that result is the same throughout each version, 

implying a need for instructions. 

Focus at question seven for both version one and version two, indicates that the test subjects 

found it easier to complete the tasks on version two. Since version two had better score than 

version one on three occasions, it indicates as the best version. Furthermore, feedback is yet 

another variable that strengthens the fact that version two would be selected as the best version. 

The input gathered from the last question suggests that it should be selected as the final design. 

Combining these results provides version two with the highest probability to be the best user 

interface for this application.  
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5. Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to decide the best form of presenting instructions on a Windows 

Phone 8 application. The conclusion is that an available information button is the best option 

when there is a need for instructions, version two.  

During the process of design and development of version one, an early conclusion was that it 

would not be suited as the final design. The raw data as well as the input from the participants 

suggests the same concluding result. It had the lowest score of completed tasks as well as the 

least amount of more easily rated tasks. The only value that strengthens the fact that some sort of 

instructions is needed is that it scored second on the ninth question. The fact that it did not do as 

well elsewhere renders this version (one) less suitable. 

Version two had the highest amount of test subjects and the only positive result on whether they 

found the instruction information helpful or not. Comparing the data from question seven on 

version two with the other versions shows that it exceeds version one, but falls behind version 

three. In addition, the way version two presents instructions with the help of an additional button 

is commonly used amongst numerous handheld applications. This means that there has to be 

some sort of reason to its success. 

The part of the study that was done on version three of the application had the highest number of 

succeeding task percentage. But there was no clear comment on whether there was a need for 

instruction information or not. The comments suggest no requirement of instructions. Analyzing 

the question on the level of difficulty, question seven, a high amount of tasks being rated as easy 

appears. The data actually displays that the test participants found every single task easier done. 

Part four of question eight also suggests that they were satisfied with the application and the last 

question implies satisfaction on the amount of available instructions. One can only assume that 

the participants who ran the survey on this version (three) are used to the Windows Phone design, 

and thereby know what to look for. 

Afterwards I noticed that I could have added a few more personal questions, such as age, how 

skilled they are with Windows Phone applications, check the time it took etc., but most of all I 

would have been more satisfied if the number of participants would have been higher.   
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Appendix 

§1. Application 

Following links are the exact versions of the applications that were used in this study. The figures 

are screenshots from the application and its views as they appear accordingly. Additional 

functionality is also included. 

1.1 Version One 

Version one makes use of popup windows to deliver instructions. 

Link to application: http://web.archive.org/web/20140521115511/http:// 

codecrafter.se/data/phone/1/1.html (Accessed 2014-05-21) 

  

http://web.archive.org/web/20140521115511/http:/codecrafter.se/data/phone/1/1.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20140521115511/http:/codecrafter.se/data/phone/1/1.html
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1.2 Version Two 

Version two makes use of an information button to deliver instructions. The button is found in the 

upper right corner of every view. 

Link to application: http://web.archive.org/web/20140521115550/http:// 

codecrafter.se/data/phone/2/2.html (Accessed 2014-05-21) 

  

http://web.archive.org/web/20140521115550/http:/codecrafter.se/data/phone/2/2.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20140521115550/http:/codecrafter.se/data/phone/2/2.html
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1.3 Version Three 

Version three relies on the design to deliver instructions. It contains no added elements like the 

former versions. 

Link to application: http://web.archive.org/web/20140521115631/http:// 

codecrafter.se/data/phone/3/3.html (Accessed 2014-05-21) 

  

http://web.archive.org/web/20140521115631/http:/codecrafter.se/data/phone/3/3.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20140521115631/http:/codecrafter.se/data/phone/3/3.html
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1.4 Functionality 

1.4.1 Search Function 

Displaying both simple and advance search function.  

 

1.4.2 Bookmark Function 

Displaying the bookmark function and bookmarks window. 
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§2. Data 

2.1 Survey Version One  

1. Search for the vessel named "Vasa". What happened? 

 

2. Bookmark a vessel. What happened? 

 

3. Open the bookmarks window. What happened? 

 

 

Answers marked with (*) are correct evaluations.  

I couldn't find where to search.

When i hit search the vessel information view appeard.

*I wrote "Vasa" in the search box and hit the search button

but nothing happened.

The vessel was located on the map.

I couldn't find where to bookmark a vessel.

*The button got lit up.

The "The vessel is bookmarked!" window appeared and i

closed it

I couldn't find the bookmarks window.

The bookmarks window appeared and had the one vessel i

bookmarked earlier in it.

*The bookmarks window appeared and had three vessels in

it.
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4. Select a vessel in the bookmarks window. What happened? 

 

5. Use the search function and search for the vessel which is loaded with "Iron". What happened? 

 

6. Navigate to the map view directly from the vessel info view. What happened? 

 

 

Answers marked with (*) are correct evaluations.  

I couldn't fint the bookmarks window.

The vessel was located on the map.

*The vessel information view was shown.

I couldn't find the search function.

You're only able to put in a name in the search box.

I wrote "Iron" in the search box and pressed search but

nothing happened.

*I wrote "Iron" in the cargo box and pressed search but

nothing happened.

The vessel was located on the map.

I couldn't find the vessel info view.

I couldn't find a map button in the vessel info view.

I navigated left/right untill i found the map view.

*I clicked on the map in the vessel info view and the map

appeared.
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7. How challenging was the tasks? 
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8. What did you think of the application all in all? 

Was the layout of the map view well designed? 

“yes” 

“Yes” 

“No, hard to make out the vessels on the map” 

“Yes” 

“Yes” 

“Yes, large and all. But you couldn't do anything with it.” 

“YES” 

 

Did you get enough information about the vessels? 

“yes “ 

“Any pictures?” 

“Yes in the menus. But not from them on the map” 

“Yeah” 

“Yes.” 

“Pictures maybe?” 

“YES” 

 

Did the navigation between views feel correct? 

“yes “ 

“Yes” 

“Yes, swiping feels right” 

“A bit jerky” 

“Yes.” 

“Yes.” 

“YES” 

 

Do you feel like there's something missing? 

“to see the informations again” 

“More instructions” 

“Zoom on map, klick on vessels on map to see its info” 

“Not that I know” 

“The information windows only appears once?” 

“It seems a bit buggy.” 

“-“ 
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9. Did you feel like the popup information window helped? Why? 

Yes – 71.43% 

“but, did not see anything on how to bookmark” 

“But didn't read all” 

“Yes, easy to read the data” 

“Sometimes, a bit annoying though” 

“-“ 

 

No – 28.57% 

“Didn't read them.” 

“Didn´t read it” 
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2.2 Survey Version Two 

1. Search for the vessel named "Vasa". What happened? 

 

2. Bookmark a vessel. What happened? 

 

3. Open the bookmarks window. What happened? 

 

 

Answers marked with (*) are correct evaluations.  

I couldn't find where to search.

When i hit search the vessel information view appeard.

*I wrote "Vasa" in the search box and hit the search button

but nothing happened.

The vessel was located on the map.

I couldn't find where to bookmark a vessel.

*The button got lit up.

The "The vessel is bookmarked!" window appeared and i

closed it

I couldn't find the bookmarks window.

The bookmarks window appeared and had the one vessel i

bookmarked earlier in it.

*The bookmarks window appeared and had three vessels in

it.
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4. Select a vessel in the bookmarks window. What happened? 

 

5. Use the search function and search for the vessel which is loaded with "Iron". What happened? 

 

6. Navigate to the map view directly from the vessel info view. What happened? 

 

 

Answers marked with (*) are correct evaluations.  

I couldn't fint the bookmarks window.

The vessel was located on the map.

*The vessel information view was shown.

I couldn't find the search function.

You're only able to put in a name in the search box.

I wrote "Iron" in the search box and pressed search but

nothing happened.

*I wrote "Iron" in the cargo box and pressed search but

nothing happened.

The vessel was located on the map.

I couldn't find the vessel info view.

I couldn't find a map button in the vessel info view.

I navigated left/right untill i found the map view.

*I clicked on the map in the vessel info view and the map

appeared.
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7. How challenging was the tasks? 
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8. What did you think of the application all in all? 

Was the layout of the map view well designed? 

“no “ 

“It was just static…” 

“yes” 

“Yes.” 

“the vessels did not show any info and couldn't bookmark them” 

“Yes” 

“YES” 

 

Did you get enough information about the vessels? 

“i don‟t know” 

“Yes” 

“Yes” 

“Yes.” 

“when i did the search always the same vessels came up” 

“Probably depends on what info you expect. Eg, MarineTraffic provides more detailed 

information.” 

“YES” 

 

Did the navigation between views feel correct? 

“i don't know” 

“Somewhat” 

“sure” 

“Yes.” 

“yes” 

“No” 

“YES” 

 

Do you feel like there's something missing? 

“search function did not work” 

“No” 

“Fixing bugs” 

“No. But some things didn't feel right.” 

“funktions could be more fluently” 

“This version seemed a bit buggy.” 

“NO” 
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9. Did you need to use the information button? Why? 

Yes – 71.43% 

“Informed me about the cargo search function.” 

“yes” 

“Yes, twice.” 

“to see how the vessel info view is found” 

“To check if I did something wrong” 

 

No – 14.29% 

“x” 

 

Didn't notice it. (type " - " in the field) – 14.29% 

“-“ 
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2.3 Survey Version Three 

1. Search for the vessel named "Vasa". What happened? 

 

2. Bookmark a vessel. What happened? 

 

3. Open the bookmarks window. What happened? 

 

 

Answers marked with (*) are correct evaluations.  

I couldn't find where to search.

When i hit search the vessel information view appeard.

*I wrote "Vasa" in the search box and hit the search button

but nothing happened.

The vessel was located on the map.

I couldn't find where to bookmark a vessel.

*The button got lit up.

The "The vessel is bookmarked!" window appeared and i

closed it

I couldn't find the bookmarks window.

The bookmarks window appeared and had the one vessel i

bookmarked earlier in it.

*The bookmarks window appeared and had three vessels in

it.
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4. Select a vessel in the bookmarks window. What happened? 

 

5. Use the search function and search for the vessel which is loaded with "Iron". What happened? 

 

6. Navigate to the map view directly from the vessel info view. What happened? 

 

 

Answers marked with (*) are correct evaluations.  

I couldn't fint the bookmarks window.

The vessel was located on the map.

*The vessel information view was shown.

I couldn't find the search function.

You're only able to put in a name in the search box.

I wrote "Iron" in the search box and pressed search but

nothing happened.

*I wrote "Iron" in the cargo box and pressed search but

nothing happened.

The vessel was located on the map.

I couldn't find the vessel info view.

I couldn't find a map button in the vessel info view.

I navigated left/right untill i found the map view.

*I clicked on the map in the vessel info view and the map

appeared.
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7. How challenging was the tasks? 
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8. What did you think of the application all in all? 

Was the layout of the map view well designed? 

“Good” 

“i guess” 

“Hard to see anything on the map” 

“Yes.” 

“Yes.” 

“Yes” 

“OK” 

 

Did you get enough information about the vessels? 

“Yes” 

“No” 

“I don‟t know, I‟m not the typical user of this app” 

“Yes. Pictures though?” 

“Yes.” 

“Yes” 

“OK” 

 

Did the navigation between views feel correct? 

“Yes” 

“No” 

“No.” 

“Good enough.” 

“Almost.” 

“Yes” 

“OK” 

 

Do you feel like there's something missing? 

“No” 

“Yes” 

“When i selected Vessel Glenn in task 4, the information about Vessel Rice Heaven showed up.” 

“No.” 

“No.” 

“A Macdonald´s for Americans :P” 

“Zoom function” 
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9. Do you feel like you need more information on how to use the application? Why? 

Yes – 42.86% 

“i guess” 

“Instructions would be nice.” 

“Zoom” 

 

No – 57.14% 

“Easy to use.” 

“nope.” 

“-“ 

“No” 
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2.4 Combined 

 

1. Search for the vessel named "Vasa". What happened? 

2. Bookmark a vessel. What happened? 

3. Open the bookmarks window. What happened? 

 

Answers marked with (*) are correct evaluations.  
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4. Select a vessel in the bookmarks window. What happened? 

 

5. Use the search function and search for the vessel which is loaded with "Iron". What happened? 

 

6. Navigate to the map view directly from the vessel info view. What happened? 

 

Answers marked with (*) are correct evaluations.  
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2.4.1 Score Table 

Version Nr. Subjects Highest % per task Need of instructions score 

One 7 2 +3 

Two 7 4 +4 

Three 7 5 -1 

Nr. Subject – Number of test subjects that completed the survey. 

Highest % per task – Number of times a version had the highest percentage. +1 to draw. 

Need of instructions score – Number of “Yes” minus the number of “No”/”Didn‟t notice it.” 

From question nine. 


